Ship Supply
Purchasing, logistics and direct
on-board supply products worldwide
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Ligabue
is always

at your side,
effectively
supplying

quality
services
Management of catering and
hospitality services in work camps,
remote sites, off shore platforms
and big barges, worldwide

Ligabue
Catering Group
The pleasure of excellent
food and service in every
corner of the world, since 1919
The entrepreneurial challenge was taken
up in 1919 by founder Anacleto Ligabue,
when the company began supplying food
to the ships of the Società Veneziana
di Navigazione in the port of Venice.
The company’s development grown up
in 1929 offering either supplying food
and the assistance on board of its kitchen
staff. This marked the beginning of ship
catering subcontracting.

In 1960, under the guidance of the current
Honorary Chairman Giancarlo Ligabue,
the company began supplying meals
to flights departing from Venice Airport.
In 1963, Ligabue started contracting catering
services to work sites and offshore platforms.
In 1998 the group refocused on the ship
and on&off shore business creating several
subsidiaries to cover more effectively the
strategically important on&off shore business.
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To boost its operations in the area of
ship & catering supply, Ligabue has recently
opened six own warehouses in Europe, several
commercial offices and made agreements
with over 150 commercial supply partners
in key ports worldwide.
Ligabue now provides all kinds of goods,
especially food, and top-quality catering to ships,
off-shore platforms and on-shore construction
sites; recently has entered the sector of
banqueting and catering for large events.
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Ship Supply
An extensive network
of logistic platforms
and partners all over the world.
With 90 years of tradition
Services
• EFFECTIVE LOGISTICS
• CUSTOM CLEARANCE
• TAILOR-MADE ANALYSIS OF
CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
• ORDER ACQUISITION WITH
SPECIALISED PERSONNEL
• DELIVERY DIRECTLY TO SHIP
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Ship supply, a service as old as shipping itself, now uses
the latest, most effective techniques. With its long experience,
Ligabue is a world renowned leader in this field.
The third generation of the Ligabue family is represented
by Inti Ligabue, director of the Ship Supply division.
Ligabue can meet the needs of any kind of ship in any
port n the world, thanks to its well established operations
and own facilities in the Mediterranean area and a strong
network of joint facilities worldwide.
Managing all key account activities for major international
customers in Cargo, Industrial, On & Off Shore, Cruise
and Ferries, the Ship Supply division effectively controls
the whole ordering and logistics chain.

Ligabue Strengths

Benefits for the Client

Pioneer in the sector

Just in time problem solving

Excellent selection and wide
assortment of products

Storage, handing and logistics

Strong purchasing power

One operator and point of
contact

2 custom warehouses

One invoice

World-wide network of business
partners

Competitive prices

On-time quality service
North Mediterranean &
ARA region supply coverage

Less complexity
Less bureaucracy
Door-to-door solution

Product traceability

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS
Ship Supply Service

• Storage, handling and logistics

• Direct delivery on board
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“Better Care”
Healthy Program
Ligabue promotes a healthy
and well-balanced Mediterranean
diet which contributes towards
improving people’s lifestyle during
their working activities as well

In partnership with its most important customers and the leading Italian nutrition
institutes, Ligabue promotes and applies
a program of well-being for a correct and
well-balanced diet, suitable for everyone
and all workplaces, as well as focusing on
the local traditions and cultures in the places where the Group operates, with strong
emphasis on quality, conservation and handling of food.

Sweets exceptionally

Butter, oil and cream
as alternatives
and in small doses

Milk and dairy products
at every meal

Cooked vegetables
once a day

Meat, fish, eggs
once a day

Fresh fruit and
raw vegetables
at every meal

Pulses and potatoes
once a day
Water
throughout
the day

Pasta and bread
once a day
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Daily physical activity, proper hydration and body weight control

The project has the following objectives:

Hygiene and food safety

> Use a wide variety of products, recipes and
menus, tested to stimulate maximum satisfaction and enjoyment and to provide the correct
energy and nutritional intake required by different professional categories of the various industrial activities, also taking climatic, environmental and psychological factors into account;

Ligabue services are provided in
accordance with the strictest international health and safety criteria for
food storage, preservation, production
and handling.

> Create and encourage a healthy approach to
diet which becomes a lifestyle choice, without
restrictions or obligations, emphasising the
importance of the different ethnic traditions
and cultures, but also focusing attention on
delicious Mediterranean cuisine;
> Create a culture of “wellbeing”, partly through
improvement of working, recreational and communal living areas, making them welcoming
and pleasant and guaranteeing the maximum
standards of safety and hygiene.

Aware of the absolute importance of the quality
of the products and services supplied, Ligabue
constantly strives to maintain and improve total
quality through various actions, such as certification of the quality system according to the requirements of UNI EN ISO 9001 and certification
of the food safety management system according
to ISO 22000. To reduce our environmental footprint, Ligabue has acquired ISO 140001 Certification and to Lloyd’s Register the OHSAS 18001.
The Ligabue Group is insured against all ordinary
and extraordinary events with leading insurance
companies.
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Where we are
Wherever You Go, there we Are

America
USA
Spain

Alger

Mauritania

Nig

C

Peru
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Brazil

OFFICES

LOGISTICS CENTRES

Venice (Italy)
Rotterdam (Netherlands)
Kazakhstan
Algeria
Congo
Angola

Venice (Italy)
HEADQUARTERS

Lugano (Switzerland)
INDUSTRIAL & CRUISE

Russian Federation

Europe

Asia

Holland
Germany
Ukraine

Turkey

ria

Iran
Kuwait

Egypt

Africa

Kazakhstan

Saudi Arabia

United Arab Emirates

geria

Congo

Indonesia
Angola

Oceania

Mozambique

Operating Companies
Branches
Commercial Partners
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Excellent purchase
department and
large selection
of products
Ligabue manages around 3,000 leading
international branded products guaranteeing
their freshness, quality and traceability through
radio-frequency control of goods in transit and by
conducting periodic checks on the supply network.
The Ligabue warehouses include approved C-type
customs facilities for storing foreign-status goods
and food deposits, excise duty and tobacco
deposits for goods with suspended duty, and VAT
deposits for VAT-free products.
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On-time quality
service
Each branch has its own vehicles for supplies
within its distribution area and relies on
specialised contractors for differentiatedtemperature transport, guaranteeing maximum
flexibility to meet all customer requirements.
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Very large
own storage
capacity
Ligabue Ship Supply is divided into
two branches: Venice and Rotterdam.
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CUSTOM WAREHOUSES IN EUROPE

150

COMMERCIAL PARTNERS
WORLDWIDE

6,000

VESSEL SUPPLIED ANNUALLY

12,000

2
m
TOTAL STORAGE AREA

Figures updated to March 2018

The Ship Supply Division enjoys
the trust of the world’s major ship
owners and oil companies.
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Customs
warehouses
for American
products

Ligabue is authorised to stock
non-EU approved products.
Each branch is in a position to
manage warehousing for third
parties as well as receive,
store and distribute non-EU
approved products.
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